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Climate-compatible growth integrates economic development, mitigation,
and adaptation
Ensuring that climatecompatible plans also
support economic
development (jobs,
income creation,
infrastructure
development, poverty
reduction, …)

Development

Adaptation

Helping governments
identify and implement
the adaptation
measures with the
most impact

Climatecompatible
development
Supporting
governments in
quantifying, prioritizing
and developing
implementation plans
for mitigation
opportunities

Mitigation

Financing

Assisting governments
in identifying sources
of financing for their
climate-compatible
development plans
and developing
business cases for
opportunities
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The Economics of Climate Adaptation (ECA) methodology is the outcome
of a collaborative effort of major global organizations
Overview
A fact-based risk management approach that
national and local leaders can use to understand
the impact of climate on their economies, and to
identify actions to minimize that impact at the
lowest cost to society
Partners

SOURCE: Economics of Climate Adaptation
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The ECA methodology has now been applied in over 20 different countries
India
Drought risk to
agriculture

Hull, UK
Flood and storm risk
to urban property

New York
Tropical cyclones
and storm surge
to a metropolis

Ethiopia
Risk of climate
shift to power and
water sectors

China
Drought risk to
agriculture

Florida
Hurricane risk to public
and private assets

US Gulf Coast
Hurricane risk to
the energy system

Samoa
Risk of sea level
rise to a small
island state

Caribbean
Hurricane risk to
small islands
Guyana
Flash flood risk to
a developing
urban area

SOURCE: Source

Mali
Risk of climate zone
shift to agriculture

Tanzania
Drought risk to
health and power
generation

Papua New Guinea
Risk of sea level rise
and temperature shift
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In many situations, 40 to 65% of expected loss can
be averted cost-effectively

Remaining loss
Non-cost-effective
measures, CB>1
Cost-effective
measures, CB<1

Percent of expected loss (high climate change scenario), 20301

100% = total expected loss
100

18

19

29
47

14

13
40

48

6

34

44

4
68

Mali

Guyana

65

UK

20

53

48

47

Samoa

China2

India

43

40

Tanzania Florida

1 Based upon select regions analyzed within the countries (e.g., Mopti, Mali; Georgetown, Guyana Hull, UK; North and Northeast China; Maharashtra, India; Central
regions of Tanzania; Southeast Florida, U.S.)
2 Based upon moderate scenario data and analysis
SOURCE: McKinsey
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The ECA takes a total climate risk management perspective
▪
▪

Measure success
based upon key
performance metrics
Incorporate lessons
learned in next iteration
of the total climate risk
decision cycle

What are the
outcomes and
lessons?

4
▪
▪

Identify key barriers to
implementation
Determine actions
required to implement
measures

▪

5

1
Where and
from what are
we at risk?

Total climate
risk management

How do we
execute?

3

▪

2
What is the
magnitude of
the expected
loss?

How could
we respond?

▪
▪
▪

SOURCE: Economics of Climate Adaptation

Details follow

Identify most relevant
hazard(s)
Identify areas most at
risk
– Population (especially vulnerable
population)
– Economic value
(assets, GDP)

Hazard
▪ Assess frequency and
severity per scenario
Value
▪ Quantify population,
assets, and income
value at risk
Vulnerability
▪ Determine vulnerability
of population, assets,
and incomes

Identify potential adaptation measures
Determine basic feasibility of potential measures
Determine societal costs and benefits (loss
averted) of measures
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WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE EXPECTED LOSS?

2 ECA uses statistical analysis and highly granular data to assess a
country’s exposure to climate risk
Modules

H

VA

V

Description

Hazard
module

Severity and frequency
of hazard for different
climate change
scenarios

Value module

Value of assets,
incomes and human
elements

Vulnerability
module

Vulnerability curves for
different assets based
on hazard severity for
different climate
change scenarios

Calculation

H

x

VA

Output

x

V

Expected loss per
climate change
scenario
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WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE EXPECTED LOSS?

2 Loss assessment – expected annual losses to each hazard
reflect a specific climate scenario

Scenarios

Today's climate

Estimated sea-level rise
until 2030 vs. 20081
Centimeters

SAMOA EXAMPLE
Expected loss as
percent of GDP

Expected annual asset damage
USD millions

2.0

47

5.1

x1.9
Moderate
based on IPCC A2
scenario without ice flow

7.6

5.8

53

x2.1
High
based on IPCC A2
scenario with ice flow

77

26.2

8.5

x3.1
Today: 25

4.9

1 Including correction for local effect and geological subsidence
SOURCE: Economics of Climate Adaptation
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HOW COULD WE RESPOND?

3 Cost-benefit analysis of short-listed measures – ca. 55% of expected
HIGH CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIO
loss can be avoided cost effectively
SAMOA EXAMPLE

Cost benefit ratio
9.5

9.1

9.0

4.1
4.0
3.5

~ 55% of expected loss
can be averted with costeffective measure in high
climate change scenario

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

1.0

1.0
0.5

0

0

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

1.2

1.2

600

700

1.4

1.50
1.00

0.5

0.5

0.2 0.2 0.3
0.1 0.2

Risk averse decision
makers might accept a
higher CBR, e.g., 1.52

800

Risk neutral decision
makers will base
decision on CBR = 1.0

Sandbagging Relocation1
Dikes Moveable Buildings
Back Away Revive reefs
Flood-adapt contents Stilts (new)
Stilts (old) Breakwaters
Mangrove
Sea walls
Mobile Barriers
Flood-proof building structures
Beach nourishment
PV of averted losses
USD millions
1 Relocation only includes residential and commercial buildings outside of Apia
2 For example, a cost benefit ratio of ~1.5 is implicitly accepted by customers purchasing an insurance contract with a loss ratio between 60 and 70%
SOURCE: Team analysis
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HOW COULD WE RESPOND?
HIGH CHANGE, 2030
3 Risk transfer offers an efficient mechanism to cover
residual economic risk for catastrophic events − St. Lucia example

Example of evaluation of alternative options to cover residual risk
Loss covered
% of residual risk
to be covered

Loss for 100-year event
$m
1,400

60
350

Total
loss

990

Loss
Maximum Residual
averted acceptable risk to be
by cost- loss
covered
efficient
measures

Further
hard
measures

~60

Risk
transfer

100

Annual cost1
$m
~100

~30

Risk transfer offers the full
desired level of coverage and
is significantly cheaper than
other considered measures
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Key success factors and value for cities
A resilient development
strategy is …

… and enables nations to …

▪

…Achieve

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Owned by senior
leadership
Accelerates economic
development
Grounded in scientific
and economic analyses
Ambitious (but realistic)
Supported by major
stakeholders
Integrated into national
strategy and policies
Specific in terms of
actions, goals and
timelines
Clear on requirements
for funding, institutions
and capacity

their development goals in a sustainable manner

…Respond
to climate change and natural disasters

…Align
all internal stakeholders

…Prioritize
resources towards the most impactful levers

…Understand
the technical, human and financial requirements

…Negotiate
appropriate support founded on a solid fact base
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